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ABSTRACT
Systolic arrays have been successful to accelerate dense linear al-
gebra for deep neural networks (DNNs), but cannot handle sparse
computations e!ciently. Though early attempts have been made
to perform sparse matrix operations on weight-pruned DNNs, han-
dling highly sparse matrices with skewed nonzero distribution
commonly seen in real-world graph analytics remains challenging.
In this paper, we propose FlexTPU framework to repurpose tensor
processing units (TPUs) to execute sparse matrix-vector operations
(SpMV). First, we propose a lightweight Z-shape mapping of sparse
matrices onto the systolic array to eliminate the processing of zeros
as much as possible, regardless of the sparsity and nonzero distribu-
tion. On top of the mapping, we devise an SpMV data"ow executed
by an array of PEs, which are a slightly modi#ed version of the
conventional TPU PE. Second, in contrast to the excess preprocess-
ing mandatory for prior attempts, the Z-shape mapping facilitates
on-the-"y matrix condensing from the widely-used compressed
sparse matrix (e.g. CSR) representation. This is accomplished by a
proposed sparse data loader that includes an on-chip row decoder
and parallel nonzero loaders. We evaluate FlexTPU on a broad set
of synthetic and real-world sparse matrices. The experimental re-
sult shows that FlexTPU achieves 3.55× speedup and 3.27× energy
saving over a state-of-the-art design, Sparse-TPU. It performs even
better on sparse matrices with power-law distributions. Compared
to state-of-the-art library implementations on a CPU and a GPU,
FlexTPU also achieves an average speedup of 2.4× and 4.3×, and
energy saving of 130.4× and 495.3×, respectively. FlexTPU is also
evaluated against a recent recon#gurable (chip multi-processor)
CMP machine, Transmuter. FlexTPU outperforms Transmuter by
achieving 5.12× speedup and 2.65× energy saving.

1 INTRODUCTION
The demise of Dennard’s scaling has prompted computer archi-
tects to turn to application-speci#c integrated circuits (ASICs), i.e.
hardware accelerators, to handle linear algebra, due to the surge
of interests in the #elds of machine learning, scienti#c comput-
ing, and genomics. Adopting ASICs bridges the gap between the
increasing computational demands and the stagnating transistor
budgets [7, 11, 29, 42]. Unfortunately, the application space for
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customized design targeting a speci#c computational domain is
limited. For data centers handling diverse workloads [5, 21, 24], the
gain through piling up accelerators will be eventually capped by
on-chip resources and hit the “accelerator wall” [8, 13]. In this paper,
we show that we can avoid this accelerator bloat by repurposing
existing dense matrix accelerators like TPU to execute SpMV.

Cloud computing has raised the interests in graph analytics, and
example algorithms such as Breadth-First Search, Single Source
Shortest Path, PageRank and Collaborative Filtering, can be exe-
cuted with sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) using sparse
matrix represented graphs as inputs [45]. Existing graph frame-
works (e.g. Ligra) employ compressed sparse data formats, which
only store the non-zero entries (NZs) to eliminate any redundant
operation involving zero elements [1, 53]. However, the irregular
data structure and indirect memory reference pattern make it di!-
cult to vectorize computations for sparse input, and it is made worse
if the input sparse data has a skewed distribution. This irregular
and high sparsity has become a main obstacle for acceleration on
conventional parallel machines, such as GPUs and dense matrix
accelerators like Google’s TPU.

This paper evaluates repurposing systolic array architectures to
execute SpMV e!ciently. Two-dimensional systolic arrays, such as
Google’s TPU, have been proposed for energy-e!cient execution
of DNNs using dense linear algebra [22, 48]. The advantage of the
systolic array is the pipelining of arithmetic operations and the
inputs/outputs forwarding as well as the low-overhead PE design.
Pipelining and the removal of external memory accesses improve
the frequency, while the simplicity of the PE design (mainly a MAC
unit with a few registers) lowers the power consumption.

Mapping and executing a sparse matrix on the systolic array is
a compute-latency bound problem. Naively breaking down a large
sparse matrix into tiles of computation tasks and mapping the
tasks to the systolic array will inevitably incurs low NZ occupancy,
i.e. most PEs are holding zeros which will not contribute to the
#nal results and cannot be bypassed because of the highly regular
streaming interconnect. During the execution, the bandwidth and
the PEs are not fully utilized, and large amount of PEs only executes
a small amount of nonzeros. Therefore, the sparse matrix operation
takes an excess number of iterations to complete. In Fig 1, we
illustrate the mapping of a 9 × 9 sparse matrix that has 18 non-zero
entries (NZs) onto a 3 × 3 TPU systolic array. The size of the input
matrix is selected to be larger than the array to re"ect the real-
world large-scale sparse workloads, which often requires multiple
iterations (!"#$) of processing. As shown in Fig 1(b), TPU directly
partitions the input matrix based on the shape of the systolic array,
and the execution takes nine iterations of processing due to low
NZs occupancy. In order to execute sparse operations e!ciently,
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Figure 1: Mapping of (a) a sparse matrix of size 9 × 9 with 18 NZs to (b) TPU, (c) STPU and (d) conceptual Z-shape mapping by
FlexTPU, assuming a 3 × 3 array size. FlexTPU has the best resource utilization and thus the smallest number of iterations.

the key is an e!cient NZ mapping and a data"ow that reduce the
number of iterations of execution.

Recent attempts to accelerate sparse operations using systolic
arrays include Kung et al. [26] (referred to as KMZ) and Sparse-
TPU [18] (referred to as STPU). These works preprocess the input
sparse matrix and perform sparse column merging (more details
are described in Section 2). However, the major disadvantage of
column merging, which is essential to these prior methods is that
the NZs are only condensed in the horizontal direction, leaving PEs
still unoccupied when handling very sparse matrices and sparse
matrices with skewed NZ distribution. The mapping of STPU on
the exemplary matrix is also illustrated in Fig 1(c). STPU performs
extensive column merging before the execution, e.g. the columns of
iteration 0 are composed by the matrix column 0, 2, 4 and 6. STPU
improves on TPU and requires #ve instead of nine iterations to
process the matrix. However, as seen in !"#$1 and !"#$3, only the
top-left PE has a valid NZ because %&'0 and %&'3 of the matrix
are the longest rows. And because of the high sparsity, some rows
may have fewer NZs which cannot #ll a row of PEs in the systolic
array, as shown in !"#$0 and !"#$2. Power-law matrices/graphs
are commonly seen in real world where a small portion of ver-
tices/nodes occupy the most edges in the graph, resulting in an
imbalanced row/column length. For example, citation graphs have
a small portion of nodes that receive several orders of magnitude
more citations than the average nodes. Even with the column merg-
ing technique, long columns will delay and dominate the execution
time, since STPU can only condense the sparse matrix horizontally.

Another major disadvantage of the column merging is its ex-
cessive preprocessing time, because merging sparse columns to
minimize the zero-entries is a typical packing problem which has
been proved to be NP-complete. For matrices consisting of millions
of nodes, iterating and merging numerous columns can only be
performed o$ine, making STPU less appealing to large or non-
constant sparse matrices (e.g. temporal graphs [39, 50]).

The column merging technique is restricted to map one matrix
row onto a row of PEs. To overcome this disadvantage, a straightfor-
ward mapping to fully occupy the PE array is to store consecutive
NZs from di%erent (short) matrix rows to the PEs in one row. This
mapping method demonstrates the potential to handle a sparse
matrix with even fewer number of iterations compared with TPU
and STPU, regardless of the input size, density, and NZ distribution.
To achieve this, three essential questions need to be addressed in

order to execute SpMV with this mapping. First, how are index
matching, mathematical operations and data forwarding performed
in a systolic manner. Second, how to develop the data"ow without
changing the pipelined and locally connected nature of a systolic
array while keeping the PE design simple. Last but not least, how to
construct the condensed format from the conventional compressed
sparse matrix representations during execution.

In this paper, we propose FlexTPU, an e!cient and "exible frame-
work built around the idea of mapping NZs of a sparse matrix
consecutively on a systolic array (i.e. Z-shape mapping). The core
of FlexTPU is an SpMV data"ow utilizing the proposed mapping.
In FlexTPU, PE operations are input-driven and the PEs perform
index matching, data registering, and data forwarding accordingly.
FlexTPU also proposes a system loader design to realize the end-to-
end execution of SpMV, which includes a global matrix row decoder
and parallel local NZ loaders. The system loader converts inputs in
widely-used conventional compress data representations (i.e. CSR)
to the proposed mapping, eliminating the need for preprocessing
and greatly improving the applicability of FlexTPU.

Speci#cally, this work makes the following contributions:

(1) We propose an e!cient Z-shape mapping that maps the NZs
of an input matrix compactly onto a systolic array.

(2) We present necessary changes to repurpose TPU PEs to
perform SpMV with the condensed matrix on the array.

(3) We describe a sparse input loader featuring a row decoder
and parallel NZ loaders which converts the compressed
sparse matrix to the condensed form.

(4) We evaluate FlexTPU and show that FlexTPU improves the
performance and energy consumption of STPU by 3.55× and
3.27× across a suite of real-world matrices. FlexTPU also
exhibits 5.12× speedup and 2.65× energy improvement over
Transmuter, a recon#gurable CMP machine targeting both
dense and sparse matrices.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
This section describes the data"ow of dense matrix vector multipli-
cation (DMV) on the systolic array architecture, and illustrates the
limitation of the same data"ow for SpMV. A few recent solutions
are also discussed to motivate our work.
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2.1 DMV and SpMV on systolic arrays
Systolic array consists of a 2-dimensional locally-connected PE
array of multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) units and the registers
feeding it. To compute DMV, i.e. Wx = y, where W is the input
matrix, x is the input vector, and y is the output vector, the input
matrix W needs to be loaded into the PE array such that each
PE holds a matrix element. The mathematical computation starts
when the input vector x is streamed into the PE array from the top
edge. Each PE multiplies the incoming vector entry with the locally-
stored matrix element, accumulates the result with the partial sum
from the left neighbor, and passes the new partial sum to the right
neighbor. The output value that comes out of the right-most PE
corresponds to an element of the intermediate output vector. If the
matrix dimension is greater than the PE array dimension,W will
be partitioned. While the existing data"ow can be applied directly
to sparse matrix computation, it comes at a cost of poor hardware
utilization.When systolic array performs SpMV, anyMAC unit with
a zero-valued entry remains idle throughout the entire computation
and does not contribute to the #nal result. Since the majority of the
values in a sparse matrix are zeros, mapping a sparse matrix onto a
systolic array incurs signi#cant waste of computing resources and
memory bandwidth.

2.2 Accommodating SpMV on systolic arrays
A common approach targeting the resource under-utilization of
systolic arrays when dealing with sparse linear algebra is to convert
the matrix from a sparse storage format into a condensed format
before mapping to the systolic array. One of the earliest works that
adopt such techniques is done by Tarjan and Yao [46]. Tarjan and
Yao proposed a row-interleaved compressed format which merges
the NZ elements of di%erent rows of a sparse matrix into a single
sparse vector by assigning each row a di%erent o%set. However,
using this format will lead to datapath con"ict in the systolic array.

Recent work attribute the ine!ciency of performing sparse op-
erations in the systolic array to the excess amount of zeros mapped
onto the array. Targeting convolutional neural networks, Kung et
al. (KMZ) proposed extensive o$ine column merging of the sparse
#lter matrices to condense the matrix [26]. This work is specialized
for DNNs, which targets a relatively modest density range (∼ 20%)
and leverages the error-tolerance nature of DNNs to tolerate possi-
ble NZ collisions. In their design, KMZ employs bit-serial buses to
limit the negative impact on the power/area of the parallel buses
which deliver multiple integer inputs to a column of PEs. Hence
KMZ only supports integer arithmetic, and cannot cater to applica-
tions such as scienti#c computing, which requires computations
with high numeric precision.

Inspired by KMZ, STPU eliminates the parallel buses by stream-
ing the inputs sequentially. STPU improves the scalability when
handling sparse matrices with a wider density range without com-
promising accuracy. The proposed key techniques are merging
columns at partition-wise and with limited collisions, i.e. columns
that have NZs with the same index will collide during condens-
ing [18]. The former technique reduces the possibility that two
sparse columns have NZs with the same row index (i.e. collisions),
whereas the latter makes it possible to merge columns that only

have a limited number of collisions. Both techniques e%ectively
increase the density of the compressed matrix.

Though the above mentioned works e%ectively reduce the total
number of zeros mapped to the systolic array, they still face certain
limitations. First, they are not able to convert the sparse matrix
into a completely dense representation, i.e. there always exist PEs
that store zero elements. Second, the irregular nonzero distribution
in real-world matrices can signi#cantly a%ect the e%ectiveness of
the merging algorithms, due to the existence of extremely dense
rows/columns. Most importantly, the matrix compression tends
to induce a non-negligible preprocessing overhead. Though most
works claim that such overhead can be amortized by repeatedly
using the same matrix for computation, the preprocessing cost is
still signi#cant compared to the potential performance gains.

In this work, we highlight an e!cient Z-shape mapping of a
sparse matrix to systolic arrays without excessive preprocessing,
which enables the e!cient execution of SpMV on systolic arrays.

3 EXECUTING SPMV ON FLEXTPU
In this section, we #rst present the Z-shape mapping of a sparse
matrix and the corresponding data"ow for SpMV. Then we detail
the necessary modi#cations to TPU PEs which enable this data"ow,
without a%ecting the ability to handle dense matrix multiplication.

3.1 The proposed Z-shape Mapping
In contrast with STPU, FlexTPU proposes a Z-shape mapping by
arranging the NZs consecutively in a row-major order onto the sys-
tolic array. Speci#cally, the NZs are stored continuously from the
top-left PE to the bottom-right PE, forming a Z-shape pattern. We
name it “Z-shape” because when the mapping of a NZ in a matrix
row reaches beyond the right edge of the systolic array, the NZ will
wrap around to the leftmost PEs of the next row of the systolic array.
Figure 1(d) shows FlexTPU maps the NZs onto the systolic array
without incurring any unoccupied PEs, which only requires two it-
erations of processing. Note that here we make the assumption that
the number of iterations to execute SpMV is the dominant factor
in the execution time of SpMV, because TPU, STPU, and FlexTPU
exhibit a large di%erence in (!"#$ , overwhelming the di%erence
in single iteration processing time. Also, the Z-shape mapping in
Figure 1 is conceptual and does not show the housekeeping PEs for
simplicity.

The detailed Z-shapemapping describes how the row/column
ids and values of matrix NZs are stored in the systolic array. To fully
de#ne a NZ, a PE can be designed to hold %&'_)* , +&,_)* and -.,
of the NZ as a tuple inside three registers. But the PEs holding the
NZs from the same matrix row will store identical %&'_)* , wasting
register storage. To eliminate the wasted register storage, the PEs
utilizing the Z-shape mapping is designed to employ only two
registers (/!%& and/'() ), and/!%& can be interpreted as +&,_)* or
%&'_)* , depending on the content of/'() . The PE that stores the
+&,_)* and -., of NZs is referred to as a NORMAL PE, whereas the
PE that stores the %&'_)* is referred to as a SEPARATOR PE. When
the matrix NZs are loaded, the PE would be a SEPARATOR when
/'() is 0, otherwise it is a NORMAL PE.

Figure 2 shows the detailed mapping, with the SEPARATOR PEs
added, of the #rst iteration of SpMVwith the example sparse matrix
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Figure 2: (a) Detailed mapping of the sparse matrix in Figure 1(a) to FlexTPU using a 4 × 4 systolic array. A NORMAL PE stores
the column index and value of an NZ. A SEPARATOR PE stores the row index of the NZ of its left neighbor. The PE at the right
edge of the systolic array is referred to as an EDGE PE. It stores an additional copy of the row index of its NZ if it is a NORMAL
PE. (b) and (c) show SpMV data!ow of PE(1,0) to PE(1,3) in computing phase and dumping phase, respectively. In computing
phase, a NORMAL PE does multiplication upon an index matching and sends the results to its right neighbor. A SEPARATOR
(EDGE) PE does accumulation when it receives a value from its left neighbor. In dumping phase, SEPARATOR/EDGE PEs send
results to their right neighbor but prioritize propagating results from its left neighbor.

mapped on a 4×4 systolic array. The NORMAL PEs holds the +&,_)*
and -., of consecutive NZs of the sparse matrix (e.g. the #rst row
of PE), separated by the SEPARATOR PEs to indicate the ending
of rows in the Z-shape mapping. The SEPARATOR PE also holds
the 0_123 for accumulating the partial results (e.g. PE (1, 1) with
(%&'_)* : 1, 0_123 : 0.0)). We also introduce a variant type of PE for
the right edge, an EDGE PE, which contains two additional registers,
compared to the rest of PEs in the array. The two additional registers
keep track of the %&'_)* , otherwise FlexTPU will not know which
matrix row the NZs stored in PEs left of it belong to, e.g. in the #rst
row of PEs, PE(0, 3) also holds the %&'_)* in addition to the +&,_)*
and -., . And we refer to this mode or con#guration of the EDGE
PE as EDGE NORMAL PE. On the other hand, it is also possible
that the last NZ of a matrix row is mapped to the second last PE in
an array row, in this case the EDGE PE will only record the %&'_)*
(e.g. PE(3,3)), indicated as the EDGE SEPARATOR PE. In summary,
there are two types of PEs STANDARD (not named) and EDGE,
each with two modes NORMAL and SEPARATOR.

3.2 SpMV data!ow in a systolic array
This section focuses on the data"ow inside the systolic array. The
input/output interface will be presented in the next section. In con-
trast to the TPU where PEs in the same row performmultiplications
and accumulations to generate a single output, FlexTPU can deal
with condensed formats and can produce multiple outputs from
a single row when NZs from multiple matrix rows are mapped to
the same row of PEs. FlexTPU operation consists of two phases: 1)
in the computing phase PEs perform input matching, conditional
nonzero multiplications in the NORMAL PEs, and accumulations
of the partial results in the SEPARATOR PEs; and 2) in the dumping
phase the SEPARATOR PEs forward the results rightward.

Computing phase starts with the input vector elements from
the input FIFO streaming down the systolic array. The elements
propagate downward one PE per cycle. NORMAL PEs compare

the index (4_)*5) of the incoming vector element (4_)*5,4_-.,)
against its stored +&,_)* . When a match occurs, the PE performs
multiplication between 4_-., and its stored -., and passes the
partial result (6_123) to its right neighboring PE. And the 6_123
will be forwarded rightward by other NORMAL PEs and #nally
get accumulated in the SEPARATOR PE. The computing phase is
illustrated in Figure 2(b). Taking the second array row in Figure 2(a)
as an example, at cycle 2, PE(1, 0), PE(1, 2), and PE(1, 3) receive
matching input elements and perform multiplications, and PE(1, 0)
and PE(1, 2) pass the products to their rightward neighbors. At cycle
3, PE(1, 1) and PE(1, 3) accumulate and store the incoming products
in their 0_123 registers. At cycle 4, PE(1, 3) accumulates the last
partial result. Finally, the partial results are stored in SEPARATOR
PE(1, 1) and EDGE PE(1, 3).

Dumping phase is invoked by a *230)78_1 signal to inform
the SEPARATOR PEs and EDGE PEs to stream out their stored
results. The *230)78_1 signal is propagated like a diagonal wave-
front to guarantee the results come out of the systolic array in the
correct order. Starting from the top left PE, the *230)78_1 signal
is propagated horizontally through PEs in the top row, at the same
time the signal is passed down to lower PEs one step per cycle.

When SEPARATOR PEs and EDGE PEs receive the *230)78_1
signal, they send the stored 0_123 along with %&'_)*5 rightward.
When a PE needs to pass an incoming 0_123 and its own 0_123 at
the same time, the PE is designed to prioritize passing the neighbor’s
0_123 #rst to keep the sparse outputs in ascending index order.
Figure 2(c) shows the dumping phase of the second systolic array
row. In cycle 1, PE(1, 1) receives the *230)78_1 signal and sends
its %&'_)* and 0_123 tuple (%&'_)* : 1, 0_123 : 1.5) rightward. In
cycle 2, PE(1, 2) passes the tuple rightward. In cycle 3, the EDGE
PE(1, 3) receives the *230)78_1 signal and prioritizes outputting its
neighbor’s 0_123 (%&'_)* : 1, -., : 1.5). Finally, in cycle 4 EDGE
PE(1, 3) outputs its own tuple (%&'_)* : 3, 0_123 : 2.0).

Single iteration latency. The data"ow completes when all
results are collected from the right edge. The *230)78_1 signal
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is streamed right after the last vector element from the top-left
edge, and the last PE to receive the signal is the bottom right PE.
Also, the maximum number of results that reside in a row of PEs is
191:&,)+_,;7/2. Hence the upper bound of single iteration latency
is 3×191:&,)+_,;7 +191:&,)+_,;7/2 cycles (448 cycles for a 128×128

systolic array). Since the latency of STPU is 384 cycles per-iteration,
FlexTPU has a 16.7% longer latency per-iteration. However, this
small overhead is easily o%set by the great performance bene#ts
that result from the reduced number of iterations.

3.3 Detailed PE design
Most of FlexTPU’s circuitry goes into the array of PEs, and the
PE micro-architecture is illustrated in Figure 3. Low-cost PE-to-PE
local connections are employed for data passing. The vertical con-
nection transmits the tuple of a vector input (4_)*5,4_-.,) and
a 3-bit control signal from top to bottom, whereas one horizontal
connection carries the <!*(%&'_)* , 0_123) rightward while a sec-
ond horizontal one loads the NZs (tuples of/!%&_!* and/'()_!*)
from the right edge.

Separate multipliers and adders are used for multiplications and
additions in PEs instead of the multiply-and-accumulation (MAC)
unit used in the TPU PE. This is because in a single cycle, a PE
only performs either a multiplication or an accumulation. Although
this separation increases area overhead slightly, it o%ers a faster
maximum operational frequency and lower power consumption. It
is worth noting that using the decoupled but pipelined multipliers
and adders has negligible impact (one extra cycle overall) on the per-
formance of FlexTPU when executing dense matrix computations
like GEMM.

PE control for the sparse and the dense mode. Each PE has
a state machine which provides four states to control the actions:
IDLE, SPARSE-COMPUTE, SPARSE-DUMPING and DENSE. PEs in
the IDLE state only transmits the partial sum and the matrix NZs.
PE in the IDLE state will transition to the SPARSE-COMPUTE or
the DENSE state depending on the control signal it receives. When
switching from the IDLE state to the SPARSE-COMPUTE state, the
PE checks the received data tuple in the registers to determine the
PE mode (NORMAL or SEPARATOR), and operates accordingly.
Upon receiving a *230)78_1 signal, NORMAL PEs will transition
to IDLE state while others will transition to the SPARSE-DUMPING
state. PEs in the SPARSE-DUMPING state will pass the stored 0_123
rightward, and once the PEs #nish passing their partial sum, they
will transition back to the IDLE state. PEs in DENSE state perform
dense matrix multiplication in TPU fashion.

Double bu"ering. To overlap data loading and execution, after
the fashion of the TPU and the STPU, FlexTPU employs double
bu%ering of the matrix NZs inside each PE. Hence, the storage of
each PE includes two sets of registers to store NZs, a 2-bit regis-
ter indicating the validity of each set and an one bit register that
indicates which set is being used.

4 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In this section, we demonstrate how FlexTPU functions at system
level, i.e. how sparse matrices in CSR format can be easily input
and output to and from the PE array, which di%erentiates this work

from earlier works that require extensive o$ine matrix column
merging. An overview of FlexTPU is shown in Figure 4(a).

For matrix elements, the system controller instructs the global
matrix row pointer decoder and local NZ loaders (e.g. 128 in this
paper) to read the NZs directly from a CSR-format sparse matrix.
Whereas for the vector inputs, the local NZ loaders also request the
multi-bank vector bu%er to load the vector elements to the vector
FIFOs which are attached to every column of PEs. Due to the #nite
size of the vector bu%er which can only store a limited number
of inputs, a common practice to deal with very large matrices is
partitioning [2, 12, 32, 40, 52]. In this work, FlexTPU repeatedly
processes each column partition so that the vector inputs used by
each partition can #t into the on-chip bu%er.

4.1 System-level overview of FlexTPU
To start data loading (see Figure 4(a)), the controller signals the
row decoder and matrix NZ loaders to load NZs into the systolic
array and vector FIFOs until the two blocks/iterations of the sparse
matrix are loaded. Once one block/iteration of the systolic array
and vector FIFOs are loaded, the system controller starts the SpMV
computation by instructing the FIFOs to stream in the input ele-
ments. The controller waits for the ,&.*_*&7; signal indicating that
the FIFOs have #nished loading data into the systolic array. After
receiving the ,&.*_*&7; signal from the vector FIFOs, the controller
sends the *230)78_1 signal to inform the SEPARATOR PEs and
EDGE PEs to stream out the results.

4.2 Loading a CSR matrix into the systolic array
Matrix row decoder: The matrix row decoder (Figure4(b)) is re-
sponsible for specifying the starting address and the number of
NZs for the NZ loader by parsing the row pointer array ()7*0:% ) of
the CSR matrix. In the decoder, a row pointer bu%er keeps sending
memory load requests to fetch the next memory block in the row
pointer array as long as there is an empty slot in the bu%er. The
row decoder works on memory blocks of the row pointer array,
and when it #nishes using the current block, it will hold the last
row pointer and request a new block from the row pointer bu%er.

The row decoder monitors the number of PEs (+2%6#1) that have
been occupied in the current systolic array row. It can process up to
( row pointer values in each cycle, starting from the row indicated
by the 6"$ register, and calculates the total numbers of PEs needed
to accommodate each of the ( rows. Speci#cally, for the )th row,
we need to consider all of the #rst ) rows in the ( rows. The total
number of PEs needed are the sum of the number of NZs (NNZ) in
row 0 to row ) − 1 plus the number of non-empty rows to account
for the SEPARATOR PEs.

There are three possible conditions when processing the ( rows.
1) If all ( rows can #t into the current systolic row of PEs, i.e.
+2%6#1 +

∑
+−1
0

((=* + #%&'1+ < 191:&,)+_,;7, the row decoder
will push the row indices and the NNZs of the N rows to the cor-
responding row NZ loader, increment PTR by ( , and accumulate
+2%6#1 by the number of PEs occupied. 2) If ) out of N rows #t
and saturate the current row of PEs, i.e. +2%6#1 +

∑
!−1
0

((=* +
#%&'1! == 191:&,)+_,;7, the row decoder will push the row in-
dices and the NNZs of the #rst ) rows to the NZ loader, move
6"$ to row () + 1), and reset +2%6#1 . 3) If row ) partially #ts
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Figure 3: Microarchitecture of a PE and its data!ow in di"erent phases. (a) NORMAL PE doing multiplication upon index
matching in computing phase. (b) NORMAL PE bypassing values upon index mismatching in computing phase. (c) SEPARATOR
PE doing accumulation in computing phase. (d) SEPARATOR PE propagating results in dumping phase. (e) Similar to TPU
data!ow, PE computing in dense mode is retained in FlexTPU and the added logic can be clock-gated.

(a) System Design (c) Row Nonzero Loader(b) Row Decoder

Systolic
Array

Figure 4: Design of (a) FlexTPU system, (b) the matrix row decoder and (c) the matrix NZ loader. The matrix row decoder and
the matrix NZ loaders read the input sparse matrix stored in CSR format o"-chip and form the packets on the !y to feed the
systolic array. The needed vector elements are loaded into the vector bu"er beforehand. The matrix NZ loaders populate the
vector FIFOs using the column indices of matrix NZs. The vector FIFOs stream the vector elements downward. The calculated
results are sent rightward to the result merger, which merges the partial sums and writes back to the main memory.

in the current row of PEs and over"ows to next row of PEs, i.e.
+2%6#1 +

∑
!−2
0

((=* + #%&'1!−1 < 191:&,)+_,;7 and +2%6#1 +
∑
!−1
0

((=* + #%&'1! > 191:&,)+_,;7, the row decoder will push
the row indices and NNZs of row 0 to row )−1 to the NZ loader and
reset +2%6#1 . The row decoder will also move 6"$ to matrix row
) − 1 and update the row pointer of row ) − 1 to o%set the number
of NZs used in the current systolic row. In 1), the NZ decoder keeps
working for the same NZ loader in the next cycle, whereas in 2)
and 3) the NZ decoder starts working for the next NZ loader.

Finally, whenever the row decoder progresses to next systolic
row, the updated row pointer index will also be sent to the corre-
sponding NZ loader to form a start address for index/value array.

Matrix NZ loader: A matrix NZ loader is employed for every
systolic row and is responsible for populating the PEs in that row
and fetching the vector inputs from on-chip bu%er. The detailed
structure of a matrix NZ loader is shown in Figure 4(c). The NZ
loader keeps the row indices and the SEPARATOR information from
the matrix decoder in a FIFO, and also uses the address provided
by the matrix row decoder to read continuous memory blocks of
column indices and values to the index/value bu%er. To decide if the
next output is for a SEPARATOR or NORMAL PE, the NZ loader
also tracks the total number of NZs (>(" in the Figure4(c)) that
have been sent to the PE array in the current matrix row. When
>(" is equal to the NNZ of the current matrix row, this means

all NZs of the current matrix row has been sent and the matrix
loader can output the %&'_)*5 and 0_123 for the SEPARATOR PE,
reset the >(" , and pop the FIFO; otherwise the matrix loader will
output the +&,_)*5 and -., from the index/value bu%er pointed by
the 6"$ register, and increment >(" and 6"$ by one.

To make sure the PEs get the correct NZ, the matrix NZ loader
use a counter based method to pass data. The destination counter
value in the NZ loader is initialized to be 191:&,)+_,;7 − 1. Each
time the loader sends a matrix tuple, the counter is decremented by
one. Along with the matrix tuple, the loader also passes the counter
value to the right edge of the systolic array. The PEs will check the
counter value when it receives a valid matrix tuple. If the counter
value is greater than 0, the PE decrements the counter value and
passes the counter value and the matrix tuple to the left neighbor;
otherwise, the PE stores the data.

Loading vector FIFOs: To prepare the vector inputs, each time
a matrix NZ loader sends a NZ tuple (+&,_)*5, -.,) to the PE array, it
also uses +&,_)*5 to request the multi-bank vector bu%er to send the
vector element into the target vector FIFOs starting from leftmost
one. The column coordinate of the destination PE is also sent along
with the request to #ll the corresponding FIFO. Speci#cally, the
vector bu%er is designed to be multi-banked to provides enough
bandwidth that match the number of requests received per cycle,
which can be as many as the dimension of the systolic array.
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4.3 Merging and outputting the results
As shown in Figure 4, the output interface includes the row-wise
output bu%ers and a global result merger. The calculated results
will be #rst sent to the corresponding row-wise output bu%er, and
then gathered in the global result merger which writes the #nal
results to the main memory.

The size of each output bu%er is half the width of the array,
matching the maximum number of rows that can be #t in a row
of PEs. When an output bu%er receives the propagated *230)78_1
signal, it also receives and stores a continuous stream of valid
results due to the systolic nature. When an output bu%er receives
a 0&00)78 signal from its upper fully-drained bu%er, it pops the
stored results to the accumulator through a pipelined multiplexer
tree connected to all the output bu%ers. This 0&00)78 mechanism
starts from the top bu%er to the bottom one, which guarantees the
results are in ascending order of the indices. Since only one output
bu%er would be actively popping data, there would be no collision
in the multiplexer tree which makes it light-weighted and scalable.

The adoption of the result merger is because, #rst, a matrix row
can span multiple rows of PEs, which produces multiple partial re-
sults to be merged, and second, since the input matrix is partitioned
vertically for better reuse of the vector elements, the output partial
results across di%erent partitions need to be merged. To merge re-
sults across consecutive rows of PEs (i.e. local merging), the merger
checks the incoming outputs with the prior results and performs
accumulation if the consecutive results have the same %&'_)* . To
merge the results across di%erent partitions (i.e. global merging),
the result merger fetches the previous results from the main mem-
ory based on the %&'_)* and accumulates the value. After merging,
the memory block is written back to the o%-chip memory through
the memory interface. Since the incoming data is in an ascending
order of the indices, a memory block would only be referenced at
most once when processing a partition. Thus, no cache is needed
and a memory block bu%er is enough. Each output bu%er is also
double-bu%ered to hide the write back latency.

Table 1: Speci#cations of CPU/GPU/Transmuter [36].

Platform Speci#cations Library

CPU
Intel i7-6700K, 4 cores/8 threads at 4.2 GHz, 16 GB
DDR3 memory @ 34.1 GB/s, 122 mm2 (14 nm)

MKL 2018.3.222

GPU
NVIDIA Tesla V100, 5120 CUDA cores@1.25 GHz,
16 GBHBM2memory at 900 GB/s, 815mm2 (12 nm)

cuSPARSE [33]

Transmuter
16 tiles of 16 ARMCortexM4F cores interconnected
with non-coherent crossbar at 1 GHz (16 nm)

CoSPARSE [12]

5 EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

5.1 Simulator and Physical Design
We #rst compared our proposed FlexTPU against STPU andGoogle’s
TPU, assuming a 128 × 128 PE systolic array across all designs. We
implemented a custom cycle-accurate C++ simulator for all three
designs to model the RTL behavior. To accurately compare both area
and power, we modeled the PE designs in FlexTPU, TPU, and STPU
using SystemVerilog. Speci#cally, we implemented the "oat32 arith-
metic precision for all three types of PEs. And we synthesized each
design using the Synopsys Design Compiler with a 28 nm CMOS
standard cell library and a target clock frequency of 700 MHz. To
accurately measure the power consumption, we make extensive

Table 2: Matrices from SuiteSparse [9] and SNAP database [4]
with their plots, dimensions, number of non-zeros (nnz),
average nnz per row/column and problem domain.

Matrix Plot
Dim.
nnz
nnzrow

Kind

facebook
4K
88K
21.8

Friend- ship
network

nopoly
10.7K
70.8K
6.6

Undirected
graph

slashdot-
0902

82.2K
948K
11.5

Friend- ship
network

soc-
Epinions1

75.9K
508K
6.7

Trusting
network

wiki-vote
7.1K
103K
14.6

Voting graph

"icker-
Edges

105K
2.3M
21.9

Patent
citation
network

Matrix Plot
Dim.
nnz
nnzrow

Kind

cage12
130K
2.0M
15.6

Genomics

af23560
23.5K
460K
19.6

Math-matics

o%shore
259K
4.2M
16.3

Electro-
magnetic

bcircuit
68.9K
375K
5.45

Circuit
simulation

rajat28
87.2K
606K
7.0

Circuit
simulation

scircuit
171K
958K
5.6

Circuit
simulation

use of test vectors to obtain the Switching Activity Interchange
Format (SAIF) as input for the gate level synthesized designs. For a
fair comparison, we focus on the evaluation of the systolic array,
because the memory-array interface design and on-chip memory
organization are not detailed in either TPU or STPU.

We also compared FlexTPU against the CPU, the GPU and a
recent recon#gurable accelerator, Transmuter [36]. For fairness, we
performed a full system implementation of the FlexTPU framework
using System Verilog. In addition to the systolic array, this includes
the global row decoder (with processing granularity ( = 16), row
loaders, swizzle-switch network-based crossbar distribution net-
works (128 in × 128 out) [10, 41], on-chip memory with a double
bu%ered vector bu%er (128 banks of 256 × 32bit) and vector FIFOs
(128 FIFOs of 128 × 64bit), an output unit which has 128 64 × 64bit
bu%ers, and a system controller to orchestrate the execution. An
HBM system of 16 channels that is able to deliver up to 128GB/s
bandwidth is used. We applied the same methodology to obtain
the additional area and power of the full FlexTPU system as above.
Area numbers for SRAM bu%ers/FIFOs are obtained from the TSMC
28nm CMOS LOGIC High Performance Single Port SRAMCompiler.
We compare FlexTPU against state-of-the-art library packages on
commercial systems, namely, Intel MKL (Version 2018.3.222) on the
CPU and cuSPARSE (Version 11.7) on the GPU. We also compared
FlexTPU with Transmuter running the CoSPARSE SpMV Frame-
work. Transmuter is a programmable and recon#gurable many-core
accelerator, whereas CoSPARSE is an e!cient SpMV framework
which exploits Transmuter’s recon#gurability. The speci#cations
are summarized in Table 1.

5.2 Datasets
We used three datasets to evaluate our proposed FlexTPU. The
#rst set comprises synthetic sparse matrices taken from two dis-
tinct distributions. One group of matrices are taken from a uni-
formly random distribution of nonzero elements, and the sizes of
the matrices range from 1,024 to 32,768, while the density range
is between 3.125E-4 and 0.01. The other group are taken from the
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power-law distribution, and the matrices are generated by the Stan-
ford Network Analysis Project (SNAP) R-MAT data generator [4].
The generator is con#gured with default parameters (a: 0.6, b: 0.1, c:
0.15) to generate undirected power-law graphs. The second set is a
collection of 12 real-world sparse matrices from SNAP [28] and the
SuiteSparse Matrix Collection [9], which covers a wide spectrum
of real-world sparse matrices from diverse domains such as social
networks, "uid dynamics problems, circuit simulation problems,
etc, as detailed in Table 2. The last set includes eight NetworkX-
generated synthetic sparse matrices used in CoSparse [12, 16]. Each
matrix follows uniformly a random distribution or the power-law
distribution and has the same NNZ (∼ 4?).

6 EVALUATION
This section #rst provides a detailed evaluation of the systolic array
and compares FlexTPU to STPU and TPU. For the full system imple-
mentation, FlexTPU is compared against the state-of-the-art library
implementations of SpMV on a CPU and a GPU, and CoSPARSE
SpMV framework on Transmuter.

6.1 Power and area analysis of FlexTPU
We report the PE power for each working mode and the PE area
of FlexTPU, STPU, and TPU in Table 3. Though the FlexTPU PE
introduces additional control logic and registers, the area over-
head of FlexTPU compared to that of TPU is 11%, similar to the
12% overhead reported in the STPU. The low overhead is because
FlexTPU separates the "oating point multiplier and adder with a
register rather than using a monolithic multiply-and-accumulate
(MAC) unit like STPU and TPU, creating a shorter critical path.
This enables the use of slower logic gates to meet the same target
frequency, and these slower logic gates incur smaller area and lower
power consumption. As shown in the area breakdown, a multiplier
and an adder take 600232 less area than a MAC unit. Although the
additional registers and logic require 549232 extra area, using a
separated multiplier and adder more than compensates for this over-
head. We also observe reduced power consumption when the PE
performs computations and passes data to its neighbors, which also
stems from the shortened critical path of the separated multiplier
and adder. It is worth noting that in DENSE mode FlexTPU exhibits
5.07% power overhead compared to TPU in dense mode, because
of the clock-gating on the added logic, indicating that FlexTPU is
still capable to handle dense matrix operations e!ciently. We also
analyze the power and area of di%erent modules in FlexTPU, as
shown in Table 4. Most of the energy and area is consumed by the
systolic array, which is the core part of FlexTPU.

Takeaways. FlexTPU applies non-intrusive and low overhead
modi#cations to PEs. FlexTPU can also execute dense operations
with minor overhead by clock-gating the inactive logic.

6.2 Comparison against TPU and STPU
6.2.1 Evaluation on scalability. We conduct a thorough evaluation
of SpMV with a set of synthetic power-law matrices and uniformly-
random matrices. In this scalability evaluation, we #x the size of
sparse matrices at 16, 384 and sweep the density from 3.125 × 10−4

to 1 × 10−2. Also, we #x the total matrix NNZ to be 167, 772 and
sweeps the matrix dimension from 1, 024 to 32, 768. The speedup

Table 3: Power and area analysis of PEs in TPU, STPU and
FlexTPU (double bu"ering enabled). FlexTPU introduces less
power/area overhead than STPU.

PE Type Mode Power (mW) Area (um2)

FlexTPU

Mult PASS 1.38
Registers:
MUL+ADD:
Other logic:

Total:

889.6
3,598.3
717.9

5,205.8

Add PASS 0.98
PASS 0.41
IDLE 0.04

DENSE 2.28

STPU

ACCU 4.31 Registers:
MAC:

Other logic:
Total:

841.6
4,197.6
216.6

5,255.2

HOLD/LATCH 1.23
BYPASS 1.24
IDLE 0.05

TPU
ACCU 2.17 Registers: 560.6

IDLE 0.05
Comb: 4,135.0
Total: 4,695.6

Table 4: Power and area of main modules in FlexTPU

Components Area (mm2) Power (W)

Systolic Array 85.4 (93.6%) 7.46 (88.4%)

Output Merger/Bu%er 1.13 (1.24%) 0.06 (0.71%)

Input Loader 1.19 (1.30%) 0.11 (1.30%)

Vector FIFO 1.24 (1.36%) 0.16 (1.90%)

Vector Bu%er 0.90 (0.99%) 0.09 (1.07%)

Input crossbar 1.34 (1.47%) 0.56 (6.64%)

Total 91.2 8.45

and energy saving of STPU and FlexTPU over TPU are shown in
Figure 5. For the uniformly random sparse matrices, when #xing
the matrix dimensions in Figure 5a, generally both FlexTPU and
STPU outperform TPU by achieving 122.3× and 51.3× speedup, and
51.5× and 19.9× energy reduction, respectively. It is worth noting
that at a low density level (3.125 × 10−4) FlexTPU shows 5.37×
speedup over STPU. When the density increases to 1.25 × 10−3,
the advantage diminishes to 1.85× over STPU. Eventually, FlexTPU
shows 1.84× slowdown to STPU at 0.01 density level. The bene#ts
of FlexTPU over STPU diminishes as matrix density increases due
to the following reason. Although STPU performs column packing,
the condensed multi-column group can only make use of a limited
number of PEs in the systolic array, leading to more processing
iterations. In other words, the matrix is only condensed horizontally.
In contrast, FlexTPU maps di%erent matrix rows onto the same
systolic array row, so FlexTPU actually applies "two-dimensional
packing" to an input sparse matrix. But when the density increases
the “horizontal” packing in STPU will utilize most PEs in a row.
At a 5 × 10−3 density level, 83.5% of the PEs in a row are used on
average in STPU. We see a similar trend when #xing the total NNZ
in the uniformly randommatrices,. FlexTPU and STPU outperforms
TPU by achieving 164.3× and 39.9× speedup, and 68.1× and 26.5×
energy reduction, respectively. At a low density level, i.e. 1.56 ×
10−4, FlexTPU outperforms STPU with 5.80× lower execution time,
whereas at a higher density level, i.e. 0.01, FlexTPU is 1.12× slower
than STPU.

6.2.2 Evaluation on sensitivity to matrix distribution. Figure 5b
and 5d show the results for #xing the matrix size and #xing the
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Figure 5: Speedup and Energy saving over TPU of STPU and FlexTPU for sparse matrices with varying size and densities.

total NNZ for power-law matrices. When #xing the size of the ma-
trices and sweeping the density as shown in Figure 5b, FlexTPU and
STPU outperforms TPU by achieving 134.6× and 37.4× speedup,
and 50.0× and 13.3× energy reduction, respectively. We spot two
key di%erences between the results of uniformly-random matrices
and that of the power-law matrices. First, compared to uniformly-
random matrices, the speedup of STPU over TPU drops from 51.3×
to 37.4× when dealing with the power-law matrices, whereas the
speedup of FlexTPU increases from 122.3× to 134.6×. Second, the
cut-o% density where FlexTPU starts to lose against STPU is shifted
to a much higher density level, e.g. from around 1.25 × 10−3 to
around 0.01. This is because for sparse matrices of the same size
and NNZ, power-law graphs usually have a small number of ex-
tremely long columns and rows which prevent STPU frommapping
the NZs e!ciently to the systolic array. By contrast, FlexTPU ac-
tually bene#ts from long rows because fewer SEPARATOR PEs
are used. We conclude that FlexTPU handles power-law matrices
more e!ciently than STPU. Figure 5d shows the results when #xing
the total matrix NNZ and sweeping the matrix dimension for the
power-law matrices. In this #gure, FlexTPU and STPU outperform
TPU by a speedup of 177.3× and 43.0×, and an energy reduction of
67.1× and 17.5×, respectively. Similarly, compared to the uniformly
random matrices, the cut-o% density for power-law matrices shifts
from 0.01 to 0.16. To conclude, for very sparse matrices, FlexTPU
outperforms STPU in both execution time and energy. In addition,
FlexTPU works better for power-law matrices than STPU. These
two advantagesmake FlexTPU amore suitable solution for handling
real-world sparse matrices, for example, large-scale graphs that are
very sparse and commonly have the power-law distribution.

Takeaways. FlexTPU bene#ts from condensing the sparse ma-
trix both vertically and horizontally. The results show that FlexTPU
outperforms STPU for very sparse matrices. Speci#cally, for uni-
formly random matrices with density lower than 1%, FlexTPU
achieves higher performance and e!ciency. Compared to STPU,
FlexTPU also handles power-law matrices more e!ciently, as the
breakeven density increases by 8-16×.

6.2.3 Evaluation on real-world datasets. Next, we evaluate the
speedup and energy saving of FlexTPU and STPU compared to

TPU on the set of real-world datasets, which is shown in Figure 6.
On average, FlexTPU achieves 531.6× speedup and 202.4× energy
saving, and STPU reports 149.8× speedup and 61.8× energy saving
over TPU. FlexTPU outperforms STPU by a speedup of 3.55× and
an energy reduction of 3.27×. We notice that in the facebook matrix,
FlexTPU and STPU achieve the smallest speedup (24.38× and 9.42×,
respectively) and energy reduction (9.66× and 2.70×, respectively).
And compared to STPU, FlexTPU only achieves 5x reduction in the
number of iterations, whereas the average reduction of all matrices
is 9.56×. This is because facebook has a 5.4 × 10−3 density, making
it the densest matrix among all the real-world matrices.
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Figure 6: Speedup and Energy saving over TPU of STPU and
FlexTPU for real-world sparse matrices.

6.3 Comparison with CPU, GPU and
Transmuter

We evaluate the speedup and energy saving of the full system im-
plementation of FlexTPU to a CPU and GPU executing SpMV, as
shown in Figure 7. On average, FlexTPU achieves 2.4× speedup
and 130.4× energy saving over CPU and achieves 4.3× speedup and
495.3× energy saving over GPU. We also observe that for larger
matrices, e.g., slashdot-0902, soc-Epinions1, !icker-Edge and cage12,
GPU shows higher performance than CPU because higher degree
of parallelism can be exploited despite the irregular data access-
ing/processing pattern and thread divergence. CPU also shows
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Figure 7: Speedup and Energy saving of FlexTPU over CPU
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Figure 9: Bandwidth usage of FlexTPU.

high performance on scircuit because the structural sparsity can
be exploited. For both small graphs like facebook and wiki-Vote and
diagonal matrices like af23560, FlexTPU achieves 1.49×, 1.63×, and
1.23× speedup over the CPU, respectively. This is because facebook
and wiki-Vote have the highest density and the smallest size among
all the real-world matrices, while af23560 has NZs concentrated on
the diagonal. A CPU with a large on-chip cache can fully exploit
the locality to access the sparse matrix and the input vector.

We also compare against the CoSPARSE SpMV framework ex-
ecuted on Transmuter recon#gurable architecture, as shown in
Figure 8. We use the same NetworkX synthetic matrices evaluated
in CoSPARSE to perform SpMV [12, 16]. A set of uniformly-random
matrices (left half) and power-law matrices (right half) with same
NNZ (i.e. 4M) are evaluated. On average, FlexTPU achieves 5.12×
speedup and 2.65× energy reduction compared to Transmuter. We
notice that the advantage of FlexTPU over Transmuter reduces

when handling power-law matrices. This is because the existence
of dense rows/columns in power-law matrices results in fewer non-
empty matrix rows/columns. For Transmuter, fewer input elements
are accessed and fewer output vector elements are generated, which
are more likely to #t in its on-chip cache.

Finally, we also evaluate the bandwidth usage of FlexTPU across
the sparse graphs, as shown in Figure 9. The average bandwidth
usage is 74.4GB/s, while the maximum is 103.2GB/s, which can be
accommodated by the HBM memory. Compared to STPU, which
utilizes around 500GB/s bandwidth on average, FlexTPU’s high
performance is much less dependent on bandwidth.

7 RELATEDWORKS
Though the inner product is the conventional way for matrix mul-
tiplication, many alternatives have been explored for sparse matrix
multiplications. OuterSPACE [35] accelerates sparse matrix multi-
plication using an outer product data"ow on a recon#gurable ar-
chitecture that recon#gures the on-chip memory subsystem based
on the memory access pattern for the multiplication and the merge
phase of the computation. Sparch [52] improves Outerspace by re-
ducing the o%-chip memory transactions for partial sums and aug-
menting input data reuse. Sadi et al. [40] builds a high-performance
SpMV accelerator featuring a high-throughput multi-way merge
network, a data compression scheme to reduce o%-chip tra!c, and
optimizations for power-law matrices. Matraptor [43] uses row-
wise products for SpMM and introduces a new storage format to
allow parallel input data streaming. FlexTPU uses TPU as the hard-
ware substrate with minor modi#cation to hardware to relieve the
pressure of the accelerator wall. Accordingly, the inner product is
used because the data"ow #ts naturally on systolic arrays.

Novel sparse formats have been proposed to assist sparse linear
algebra acceleration. ExTensor [19] uses hierarchical intersection
detection with skip mechanism for fast index matching in sparse
tensor algebra. SMASH [23] employs a hierarchical bitmap com-
pression of sparse matrices and designs a lightweight hardware
unit for indexing. Tensaurus [44] supports e!cient processing of
mixed sparse/dense tensor computations by accelerating a common
compute pattern with a co-design of hardware and sparse storage
format. Alrescha [3] breaks down data-dependent computation in
sparse workloads into parallel operations and remaining data depen-
dencies are handled by recon#gurable computation units. Sparse
matrices are stored in a custom dense format compatible with the
data access pattern. Instead of introducing a new sparse format,
FlexTPU directly loads from CSR format and sends the condensed
NZs to the systolic array, eliminating expensive preprocessing.

Handling Sparsity on Systolic Arrays. By allowing PEs to
pass data directly to neighbors, systolic arrays enable e!cient data
communication and sharing, and thus have been widely adopted
for deep neural network (DNN) acceleration. Recent years have wit-
nessed a growing interest in DNN pruning, which aims to improve
DNN performance by getting rid of redundant weight elements to
reduce the amount of both data and computation. Much e%ort has
been made in exploiting the sparsity in DNNs [6, 14, 17, 27, 30, 49,
51]. The sparsity and irregularity in DNNs have posed challenges
for systolic array based accelerators. Due to the rigid shape and
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interconnect, systolic arrays su%ered from severe resource under-
utilization and ine!cient data loading and accumulation overhead
for sparse, irregular DNNs [38]. Kung et al. [26] proposed a convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) packing strategy to create a denser
format for e!cient implementation on a bit-serial systolic array.
STPU [18] targets sparse matrix multiplication on systolic arrays
with a co-designed approach of #rst introducing a novel sparse
matrix compressing algorithm and then designing a systolic array
based architecture to accommodate the computation. Compared
to Kung et al. and STPU, FlexTPU has negligible preprocessing
overhead and focuses on exploring an e!cient data"ow to take
advantage of the data layout of the CSR format.

Recon#gurable Architecture. Recent recon#gurable acceler-
ators employ a massive amount of PEs interfaced with multi-cast
interconnects and recon#gurable on-chip memory to adapt to dif-
ferent applications, incurring performance/power overhead to gain
the extra "exibility [8, 15, 20, 25, 31, 34, 36, 37, 47].

8 CONCLUSION
Systolic arrays have been widely adopted for dense linear alge-
bra, but are also known to encounter signi#cant resource under-
utilization when handling sparse linear algebra. Recent works have
proposed several matrix compression algorithms to convert sparse
matrices to a denser format and thus improve the utilization rate
of PEs. However, such approaches not only induce non-negligible
preprocessing overhead, but are also vulnerable to irregular matrix
distribution. In this work, we propose a novel mapping of sparse
matrices to the systolic array that requires minimal preprocess-
ing and guarantees full utilization of the available PEs regardless
of the matrix size, density and distribution. An e!cient data"ow
and a low-cost PE design are further explored to support sparse
matrix computations. The evaluation shows that across a suite of
real-world benchmarks, the proposed design, FlexTPU achieves an
average speedup of 2.4× and 4.3× and an average energy saving of
130.4× and 495.3× compared to state-of-the-art libraries on a CPU
and a GPU, respectively.
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